Year 2

Wednesday 3rd February

Maths

Identifying Quarter to and Quarter Past on an Analogue Clock
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary. Please don’t complete the
tasks without watching the lesson.

What is the time shown?
a)

Talk Task:

b)

c)

quarter past

or

quarter to

Task 1: Write the times shown in words.

_____________ _____________

_____________

_____________ _____________

____________

half past
quarter to
quarter past

one

six

two

seven

three

eight

four

nine

five

ten

Reading

The Hodgeheg

There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

Chapter nine
page 79 – 82

emerged – to come out
henceforth – from this time on
concealed – to hide
crisp morning – fresh and cold morning
grasping – to hold
1.

staff of office

What time did the clock show? (page 80)

______________________________________________
2.

Why did the hedgehogs “conceal themselves in a
doorway and settle down to wait”

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
3.

What does it say on the lollipop lady’s staff of office?
(page 82)

______________________________________________

Adverbs

Writing

There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

Verbs are doing words or actions.
Adverbs are words that describe verbs and how
they are done.
Let’s have a look at an example:

Veronica always laughs loudly.

verb = laughs

adverb = loudly
The action.
How the action is done
Here are some more examples of adverbs:
cheerfully

sadly

shyly

happily

gently

angrily

hungrily

loudly

Task 1: Look at the sentences below. Circle the
adverb in each one.
Here is an example:
He smiled cautiously.
a)

She frowned angrily.

b)

He walked to school quickly.

c)
d)

Carefully, she looked for her coat.
Thankfully, it would be his turn soon.

Task 2: Using the word bank fill complete the
sentences by adding and adverb.
Mum said goodbye _____________ .
The dog barked _______________ .
The kite flew ________________ .
Mrs Morgan took the register ______________ .

DT

Design Your Puppet

Today you are going to design your puppet that you will be making
next week.
You will use the materials in your pack.
Design brief:
You must design and make a puppet for a child ages 3 – 4
The puppet must be of an animal.
You must use at least a running stitch or an overstitch.
Questions to think about
What animal are you going to make?
You could use the interenet to find some design ideas. Or look at
picures of your chosen animal for inspiration.
What features do you need to add?
Does your animal have pointed ears? A snout? Or eyes?
How will you make these features and attach them to your puppet?
What stictches you will use?
- Running stitch
- Overstitch
Where will you use each stitch?

Here is my example.

Task 1: Use the template in your pack to design your puppet.
Task 2: Label the stitches and colours that you will use

My Puppet Design

GPS

Correct the Sentence Punctuation
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

Write the correct sentence underneath by adding in capital letters, full stops and
question marks.

1. my brother’s dog is called tess
2. on sunday she went to the park
3. the titanic sank in 1912
4. toby and mark are going to spain in march
5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday
6. when i go to the shop i will get some crisps
7. sameera and i are going to town on friday
8. did you sell buns at the fair
9. my mum has a cat he is called tom
10. have you got a dress for the prom

Time – quarter to and past
You will need:

a partner

scissors

a clock with movable hands

copy

What to do:
Cut out the time cards and place them face down. Choose who will go
first. Turn over two cards. If they match, and you can make the time on
the clock, you keep them. Play until all the cards are gone.



quarter
past 4

quarter
past 7

quarter
to 1

quarter
to 9

quarter
past 5
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Correct the Sentence Punctuation Answers
Question

Answer

1. my brother’s dog is called tess
My brother’s dog is called Tess.
2. on sunday she went to the park
On Sunday she went to the park.
3. the titanic sank in 1912
The Titanic sank in 1912.
4. toby and mark are going to spain in march
Toby and Mark are going to Spain in March.
5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday
Martha took her children to the zoo yesterday.
6. when i go to the shop i will get some crisps
When I go to the shop, I will get some crisps.
7. sameera and i are going to town on friday
Sameera and I are going to town on Friday.
8. did you sell buns at the fair
Did you sell buns at the fair?
9. my mum has a cat he is called tom
My mum has a cat. He is called Tom.
10. have you got a dress for the prom
Have you got a dress for the prom?

